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Abstract: The utilization of bio-fiber materials in building components has become imperative for
improving sustainability, controlling global warming, addressing environmental concerns, and
enhancing concrete properties. This study is part of a wide-range investigation on the use of
Phragmites-Australis (PhA) fibers in construction and building materials. In this paper, the volume
stability and mechanical properties of paste containing PhA fibers and exposed to high temperatures
were investigated. Four mixes were made with 0, 0.5, 1, and 2% fibers by volume. To evaluate the
volume stability and mechanical properties, the chemical shrinkage, autogenous shrinkage, drying
shrinkage, expansion, ultrasonic pulse velocity, compressive strength, and flexural strength were
tested. The curing duration and temperature were 180 days and 45 ◦C, respectively. The results
indicated that an addition of PhA fibers of up to 2% resulted in a reduction in all the shrinkage
parameters at 180 days. The presence of PhA fibers in the paste tended to reduce the compressive
strength, with the lowest value observed at 2%. Apart from the values at 90 days, the optimal flexural
strength seemed to be achieved by the paste with 1% PhA fibers. To further elucidate the experimental
results, a hyperbolic model was employed to predict the variation in the length change as a function
of the curing age with a high accuracy. Based on the results obtained, PhA fibers can play a crucial
role in mitigating the shrinkage parameters and enhancing the mechanical properties of cement paste.

Keywords: bio-fiber; volume stability; mechanical properties; cement paste; elevated temperature

1. Introduction

Achieving a sustainable concrete structure involves minimizing the total societal
impact during the structure’s entire life cycle, which includes short-term consequences
(immediate environmental disruption, increased energy consumption during construction,
and potential social dislocation due to construction activities) [1–3] as well as long-term
consequences (carbon emissions associated with material production, the degradation
of ecosystems, infrastructure maintenance costs, and resilience to environmental change
effects) [4,5]. The creation of durable structures is important for decreasing their long-term
impact. Sustainable construction can reduce the project and operating costs of buildings and
infrastructure. The use of supplementary cementing materials (SCMs) [6–10] and chemical
admixtures and the evaluation of the impact of building materials on local and worldwide
air conditions are critical for constructing cost-efficient, environmentally friendly, and
durable structures [11,12].

A wide range of fibers, including steel, synthetic, and natural fibers, have been used
to reinforce composites such as cement paste, mortar, and concrete to improve properties
such as the tensile strength, shear strength, and durability. Natural fibers of a vegetable
origin, such as coconut husk, sisal, sugarcane bagasse, jute, bamboo, and wood fibers, have
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recently gained interest for use in low-cost housing construction due to their commercial
prospects and potential to reduce the foreign reserve expenditure on imported fibers. For
example, the addition of sisal fibers to concrete results in improved compressive and
flexural strength, as well as reduced drying shrinkage [13]. A study found that the addition
of coconut fibers to concrete resulted in improved tensile strength and toughness [14].
Also, the use of natural fibers such as jute or coir in concrete has been found to improve
the concrete’s resistance to cracking and impact strength [15]. A study investigating the
use of date palm fibers in concrete indicated that palm fibers improve the flexural and
compressive strength, as well as reduce the permeability and chloride ion penetration [16].

In addition to that, natural fibers can be added to a concrete mix as a way to con-
trol elevated concrete temperatures. These fibers can act as insulation, reducing the heat
generated by the cement hydration process and slowing down the rate of temperature
rise. According to some studies, the use of natural fibers such as rice husk ash, coconut
fibers, and palm fibers can help to reduce the temperature of concrete. For example, a study
showed that concrete with the addition of kenaf fibers exhibited the lowest tensile strength
and Young’s modulus (E) at 100 ◦C, with the highest values observed at 20 ◦C [17]. Another
investigation focused on the influence of temperature (180–220 ◦C) on various natural fibers
over predetermined durations (5, 10, 15, 30, 60, and 120 min). The findings showed that
degradation occurred more rapidly at higher temperatures [18]. Furthermore, a study high-
lighted the use of lignocellulosic fiber degradation around 200 ◦C. The results emphasized
the susceptibility of natural fibers to elevated temperatures in cementitious composites,
likely due to their poor thermal conductivity compared to the concrete matrix [19,20]. In
addition, changes in the strain along the length of the jute fibers and within the cement
matrix with increasing temperatures have been documented. These alterations caused the
jute fibers to contract (around 5.8% at 200 ◦C) as the water held by them was released,
leading to the collapse of the cell walls [21].

It is important to mention that the use of Phragmites-Australis (PhA) fibers in con-
crete is still a relatively new and unexplored field. PhA is a highly versatile plant and
has been used for various purposes throughout history, such as for thatching roofs, for
making paper and musical instruments, and as forage for livestock. Lately, this plant has
found several applications in construction materials, particularly in the utilization of its
stems [22]. PhA, commonly known as the common reed, is found on every continent except
Antarctica. It can grow with a maximum height of 4.6 m [23]; the characteristics of the PhA
plant, including its stems and leaves, are detailed in Figure 1. In Lebanon, it particularly
flourishes in substantial quantities in the eastern part of the Bekaa Valley, where its rapid
growth causes problems for local farmers in terms of disposal. The conventional method
of burning the plant, employed to tackle this issue, raises concerns about its potential
environmental impact, contributing to pollution. Consequently, recent studies have been
directed towards investigating sustainable solutions, exploring the incorporation of such
plant into construction materials, and assessing its potential effects in a more ecologically
friendly manner. For example, a study demonstrated that incorporating 0.5% PhA fibers
enhanced the load deflection of RC beams [24]. Furthermore, the results of another study
revealed that the addition of PhA fibers of up to 2% resulted in a reduction in the shrinkage
parameters [25].

Given the limited existing research on the utilization of PhA plants in cementitious
applications, particularly under elevated temperatures, this study aimed to address this
gap. This work focused on investigating how the addition of these fibers affects the
mechanical properties and length stability of cement paste. The primary objective was
to provide a precise understanding of the performance of PhA in cementitious materials
under elevated-temperature conditions, satisfying a crucial knowledge gap in this specific
application domain.
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Portland cement (OPC), distilled water, and PhA fibers with a density of 665 kg/m3. The 
PhA fibers used in this study were 10 mm in length and were added to the mixtures in 
proportions of 0.5%, 1%, or 2% by volume. The maximum addition of 2% PhA fibers was 
chosen based on a series of trial mixes and previous research [26,27]. Beyond the 2% level, 
it was found that the mechanical properties such as the compressive strength significantly 
dropped [28,29]. All the fibers were treated with a 4% NaOH solution for 24 h. After treat-
ment, the fibers were washed with water, dried, and stacked in bags. The procedure for 
obtaining PhA fibers is illustrated in Figure 2.  
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Raw Materials

The production of all paste mixtures utilized a range of materials, including ordinary
Portland cement (OPC), distilled water, and PhA fibers with a density of 665 kg/m3. The
PhA fibers used in this study were 10 mm in length and were added to the mixtures in
proportions of 0.5%, 1%, or 2% by volume. The maximum addition of 2% PhA fibers was
chosen based on a series of trial mixes and previous research [26,27]. Beyond the 2% level,
it was found that the mechanical properties such as the compressive strength significantly
dropped [28,29]. All the fibers were treated with a 4% NaOH solution for 24 h. After
treatment, the fibers were washed with water, dried, and stacked in bags. The procedure
for obtaining PhA fibers is illustrated in Figure 2.
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2.2. Paste Specimen Preparation

After conducting several trials, this study employed a paste with a water-to-cement
(W/C) ratio of 0.55. Four cement paste mixes were prepared, as presented in Table 1.
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Initially, the dry constituents, cement and PhA fibers, were dry-mixed for 1 min, and then
the required amount of water was added. The constituents were then mixed for 3–5 min
until a homogenous mix and a uniform dispersion of fibers was achieved, taking care not
to overmix and cause damage or a loss of strength to the fibers. In addition, the molds were
thoroughly oiled before casting to ensure a fair face casting and facilitate remolding. After
casting, the specimens were covered with nylon sheets to prevent evaporation and stored
in an oven at a temperature of 45 ± 1 ◦C. After 24 h, the specimens were demolded and
soaked in water at a relatively constant oven temperature of 45 ± 1 ◦C until testing.

Table 1. Mix proportions.

Quantity (kg/m3)

Paste Code Cement (C) Water (W) PhA Fibers W/C *

P0%PhA 1152.8 634.04 0 0.55

P0.5%PhA 1152.8 634.04 3.33 0.55

P1%PhA 1152.8 634.04 6.65 0.55

P2%PhA 1152.8 634.04 13.3 0.55
* Water-to-cement ratio.

2.3. Testing Procedure

Several tests were conducted to determine the volume stability and mechanical prop-
erties of the pastes. The tests conducted for volume stability were chemical shrinkage
(CH-S), drying shrinkage (DR-S), autogenous shrinkage (AU-S), strength, and expansion
(EXP) tests. To measure the shrinkage of the paste samples, steel molds with dimensions
of 25 mm × 25 mm × 285 mm were used to cast the samples. After 24 h, the samples
were removed from the molds and prepared for shrinkage measurements. Two demec
points were applied to two sides of the samples at 200 mm. The DR-S, AU-S, and EXP were
measured by testing the samples according to ASTM C490 [30]. For DR-S, the samples were
placed in the oven at a constant temperature of 45 ◦C. For AU-S, the specimens were placed
in plastic bags and sealed to prevent moisture loss, while for EXP, the samples were placed
in water at a constant oven temperature of 45 ◦C. The length of the specimens was recorded
every 2 up to 180 days (d), with three values taken per side for each sample. The average
length change was taken from two specimens for each mix. The procedure for measuring
the CH-S of the pastes was conducted in accordance with ASTM C1608 [31]. A freshly
mixed paste (a combination of cement, PhA fibers, and water) was placed in a 250 mL glass
bottle, with a thickness measuring approximately 2 cm. A 2 mL graduated pipette was
then inserted through a hole in a rubber stopper and filled with water. A drop of oil was
added to prevent water evaporation. Figure 3 illustrates the setup for the CH-S test.

The initial measurement was taken after one hour, with the measurements being
conducted for 180 d. The CH-S is expressed as the volume reduction in the paste per gram
of binder, and two replicate samples were tested for each mixture. The volume change
(mL/g of binder) was converted to a length change (µm/m) using Equation (1), to allow
for a comparison with the other shrinkage measurements.

∆L
L

=
∆V
3V

(1)

where:

∆L = change in the length at time (t);
L = initial length of the sample;
∆V = change in the volume in the pipette at time (t);
V = initial volume of the sample.
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To test the mechanical properties of the paste samples, this research involved perform-
ing tests on the flexural strength and compressive strength using a pressing machine with a
rate-loading control of 2.5 MPa/s. It should be noted that, before applying the strength
test, density and ultrasonic pulse velocity (UPV) tests were performed according to ASTM
C138 [32] and ASTM C597 [33], respectively. On the testing days (1, 3, 7, 28, 90, and 180),
flexural strength tests were conducted on 4 × 4 × 16 cm samples in a 3-axis bending scheme
with the bending force applied at the center of the span between supports spaced 150 mm
apart. The flexural strength was calculated as follows:

σ =
3PL
2bd2 (2)

where:

P = maximum load;
L = prism length;
b = prism width;
d = prism thickness.

The compressive strength test was conducted on 40 × 40 mm samples obtained from
the flexural test in accordance with standard EN 1015–11 [34]. All the testing samples were
placed in an oven at a constant temperature of 45 ± 1 ◦C, as shown in Figure 4.

2.4. Estimation of Length Change Parameters

Construction engineers are interested in many parameters that can characterize the
volume stability of cement paste. Among those parameters are the initial rate of length
change (IRLC) and the ultimate length change (ULC). The IRLC denotes the pace of
shrinkage or expansion during the initial phases of volume change due to moisture loss
or absorption, while the ULC indicates the maximum expected value of shrinkage or
expansion after reaching a stable moisture content level. To analyze those crucial parameters
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and to determine the length change (CH-S, DR-S, AU-S, and EXP) with time, a hyperbolic
model (Figure 5) was used as follows [35,36]:

ε =
t

1
a +

t
b

(3)

where:

ε = shrinkage/expansion value (µm/m);
t = curing age;
a = IRLC values;
b = ULC values.
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By fitting the above equation to the experimental data, the values of the IRLC and
ULC were determined for each mix using the solver function in Microsoft Excel V2023.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Density

The densities of the pastes reinforced with varying percentages of PhA fibers are
presented in Table 2. With the exception of the 1% PhA fiber mix, the inclusion of fibers
resulted in a slight decrease in the density. For example, the highest density was 2250 kg/m3

for the control sample, while the lowest density of 2200 kg/m3 was recorded for the 2% PhA
fiber mix at 180 days of curing. This could be partly due to the lower density of PhA fibers
and the lack of proper compaction in the presence of a certain percentage of fibers, which
would result in air voids in the matrix. It should be mentioned that the effects of the PhA
fibers on the density depend on many parameters, such as the quantity of fibers used as
well as the paste mix composition [37]. As the percentage of PhA fibers increases in the
mix, the degree of compaction of the mixture decreases, which can lead to an increase in
the volume of air voids within the matrix [25].

Table 2. Density of cement paste specimens at 45 ◦C.

Density (kg/m3)

Curing Age (Days) P0%PhA P0.5%PhA P1%PhA P2%PhA

1 2060 1950 1930 2100

3 2130 2080 2150 2070

7 2160 2130 2210 2110

28 2190 2140 2223 2120

90 2210 2190 2230 2160

180 2250 2220 2240 2200

3.2. Ultrasonic Pulse Velocity (UPV)

The UPV results for the samples containing PhA fibers are depicted in Figure 6. It
was evident that the inclusion of 0.5%, 1%, or 2% PhA fibers resulted in a slight reduction
in the UPV at all curing ages. For example, for the control mix, the UPV at 180 d was
3.91 Km/s. This number decreased to 3.77, 3.74, and 3.71 Km/s when 0.5, 1, and 2% PhA
fibers were added, respectively. This reduction in the UPV was equivalent to a 3.6%, 4.34%,
and 5.10% mix, suggesting that PhA fibers have a slight impact on the cement paste matrix.
This slight drop in the UPV can be attributed to several factors. First of all, the presence of
PhA fibers within the paste can lead to an increase in the number of voids, consequently
leading to a UPV decrease [24,25]. In addition, it can be stated that various factors, such as
the type and dimensions of the fibers, the orientation and dispersion of the fibers within
the material, and the specific curing conditions, can all contribute to variations in the
pulse velocity [38]. Finally, the introduction of PhA fibers to the cement paste can alter the
microstructure of the material by increasing the matrix porosity, which may result in a UPV
reduction [39].

3.3. Compressive and Flexural Strength

The compressive strength of the pastes reinforced with varying proportions of PhA
fibers is presented in Figure 7. All the mixes containing PhA fibers showed a drop in
their compressive strength compared to the control mix at all curing ages. During the
early age up to 3 days, it was noticed that there was little difference between all the mixes
containing PhA fibers. At 3 days of curing, the drop in the compressive strength was 18,
19.2, and 26.3% compared to the reference mix. At 7 days of curing, there was a drop in
the compressive strength of the mix containing 2% PhA fibers compared with the mixes
containing 0.5 and 1% PhA fibers. Beyond 28 days, there was a significant drop in the
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compressive strength of the 2% PhA mix compared with the other mixes. For example, the
compressive strength of the control mix achieved 24.1 MPa at 180 days, whereas the mix
containing 2% PhA fibers had a strength of 19.95 MPa, indicating a drop of 17.4%.
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The flexural strength of the pastes with varying percentages of PhA fibers is shown
in Figure 8. Apart from the values at 90 days, the optimal flexural strength seemed to be
achieved by the paste with 1% PhA fibers. For example, at 180 days, the flexural strength
was 9.42, 9.10, 10.19, and 7.32 MPa for the mixes containing 0, 0.5, 1, and 2% PhA fibers,
respectively. This increase in the flexural strength may have been due to the strength of
the fibers and the favorable physical and chemical connection between them and the paste
matrix [40,41]. In addition to that, PhA fibers can restrict the propagation of microcracks,
thus increasing the flexural strength of the pastes. However, the flexural strength began to
decline after the addition of 1% PhA fibers due to the balling effect and improper bonding
with the matrix. For example, at 180 d, the flexural strength decreased from 10.19 MPa
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(1% PhA fibers) to 7.32 MPa (2% PhA fibers), which is equivalent to a 28.16% decrease.
This may have been caused by the lower density of concrete at higher percentages of fiber
reinforcement (2% addition) [37].
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3.4. Length Change
3.4.1. Chemical Shrinkage (CH-S)

The experimental results for CH-S at an elevated temperature (45 ◦C) are shown in
Figure 9. The CH-S for the control paste and the paste with 0.5% PhA exhibited similar
values up to 180 days. However, the pastes with 1% and 2% PhA showed a decrease in
CH-S compared with the control, with values of 914.4 and 840.7 µm/m, respectively. This
decrease was equivalent to 8.1 and 15.3% compared to the control mix. This decrease may
have been due to the presence of PhA fibers, which may have absorbed some of the heat of
hydration, thereby decelerating the hydration process of the paste [35].

To further illustrate the experimental results, a hyperbolic equation to model the CH-S
of the pastes yielded promising results, demonstrating a remarkable alignment with the
experimental data. The coefficient of determination (R2) was exceptionally high, with
values reaching 0.984, 0.987, 0.980, and 0.981 for replacements of 0%, 0.5%, 1%, and 2% PhA
fibers, respectively. This highlights the accuracy of the proposed model in describing the
CH-S characteristics under elevated temperatures.

The values of the ILRC and ULC for all the paste mixes are presented in Figure 10. As
shown, the ILRC did not exhibit a noticeable trend. There was a decrease for the paste with
0.5% PhA fibers, followed by an increase for 1% PhA fibers, and then a decrease again for
2% PhA fibers compared to the control. These fluctuations underscore the influence of PhA
fibers on the ILRC. This effect may be attributed to the elevated temperature, which impacts
the hydration process of cement [42,43]. However, there seems to be a trend in the ULC as a
function of the fiber content. As the fiber content increases, the ULC decreases. For example,
the ULC for the control mix was recorded at 1041.8 µm/m. This value decreased to 1006.2,
878.5, and 823.9 µm/m for the addition of 0.5, 1, and 2% PhA fibers. This reduction was
equal to a 3.4, 15.6, and 21% decrease compared to the reference mix. This decrease may
have been due to the presence of PhA fibers altering the microstructure, thereby affecting
the hydration mechanisms [43].
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3.4.2. Autogenous Shrinkage (AU-S)

Figure 11 illustrates the impact of AU-S at elevated temperatures (45 ◦C). As depicted,
the AU-S seemed to reduce with the addition of PhA fibers. The difference in the AU-S
varied depending on the duration. At early stages, the difference in the AU-S was more
significant in the presence of fibers. However, at later ages, the difference was reduced. For
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example, at 60 days, the AU-S values of the pastes with 0, 0.5, 1, and 2% were −1655.79,
−1563.9, −1196.04, and −1095.34 µm/m, respectively. This reduction was 5.5, 27.8, and
33.8% lower compared to the control. However, this effect was reduced to 1.3, 5.3, and
10% at 180 days. These findings indicate the crucial role of PhA fibers in reducing shrinkage.
This could be attributed to the pores within the fibers, which may act as reservoirs for water
storage and release during the curing stage [44,45].
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The experimental data were fitted using the hyperbolic model proposed earlier. The
comparison between the calculated and measured AU-S values demonstrates the accuracy
of the proposed model, with a high coefficient of determination (R2) for all the paste mixes
ranging from 0.969 to 0.980.

Analyzing how PhA fibers affect the ILRC and ULC of AU-S is very important. As
shown in Figure 12, the ILRC exhibited a downward trend in the presence of PhA fibers.
For example, the ILRC for the control mix achieved 21.3 µm/m/day. This value decreased
with the addition of 0.5%, 1%, and 2% PhA fibers, reaching values of 19.34, 16.1, and
14.5 µm/m/day, respectively. This decrease was equivalent to 9.2, 25.5, and 31.9% com-
pared to the control mix. This trend indicates that, during the early stages, PhA fibers
absorb moisture effectively, leading to a decrease in the AU-S [46]. Conversely, the ULC
showed a decrease with an increase in the PhA fiber content. For example, the ULC for
the reference mix attained 2056.3 µm/m at 180 d. This value dropped with the inclusion
of 0.5, 1, and 2% PhA fibers, where values of 2016, 1976, and 1897 µm/m were recorded,
respectively. This was equivalent to a 2%, 4%, and 7.7% decrease with respect to the control
mix. The following results suggest that, during the curing stage, PhA fibers begin releasing
water from their stored pores, resulting in a reduction in the AU-S as the PhA fiber content
increases. These dynamic behaviors underscore the multifaceted influence of PhA fibers on
the AU-S process.
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3.4.3. Drying Shrinkage (DR-S)

Figure 13 displays the DR-S values for pastes containing different proportions of PhA
fibers exposed to elevated temperatures (45 ◦C). Similar to other shrinkage parameters such
as CH-S and AU-S, the DR-S results exhibited a consistent trend. The DR-S values dropped
as the PhA fiber content increased in the paste mix. For example, at 180 d, the reference
mix resulted in 2215 µm/m. This value decreased with the addition of 0.5, 1, and 2% PhA
fibers, where it was recorded at values of 2100, 1892, and 1800 µm/m, respectively. This
reduction was equivalent to 5.2, 14.6, and 18.7% compared to the reference mix. This may
be attributed to the fibers forming bonds with the matrix, which may restrain DR-S [47,48].
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To determine the DR-S characteristics, the hyperbolic equation was used. The calcu-
lated shrinkage data demonstrated an exceptional alignment with the experimental dataset,
as the coefficient of determination R2 achieved values of 0.939, 0.971, 0.977, and 0.988 for
0%, 0.5%, 1%, and 2% PA fibers, respectively.

The ILRC and ULC are presented in Figure 14. As observed, the ILRC exhibited a
slight decrease in the presence of 0.5% PhA fibers, followed by a noticeable drop at 1% and
2% PhA fibers. For example, the ILRC for the 0% PhA fiber mix was 30.61 µm/m/day,
whereas the pastes with 0.5, 1, and 2% PhA fibers had ILRC values of 29.45, 23.97, and
22.74, respectively. This corresponded to a decrease of 3.8, 21.7, and 25.7%. This decrease
can be attributed to a) the expansion of the matrix during the early stages in the presence
of PhA fibers, and b) the loss of cellulose content of the PhA fibers, which became more
tightly bonded to each other, thereby restraining the matrix and reducing shrinkage [49].
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Additionally, over an extended duration (180 d), DR-S diminished with the addition
of PhA fibers. This trend is well reflected in the ULC shrinkage results. For example, the
ULC for the reference mix was recorded at 2468 µm/m. This value started to drop with the
addition of 0.5, 1, and 2% PhA fibers, where it was recorded at 2225, 1946, and 1906 µm/m,
respectively. The decrease ranged from 10 to 23% compared to the reference mix. These
results indicate that, in the long term, PhA fibers form a robust bond and contribute to
the cohesion of materials within the matrix [35]. This phenomenon is consistent with the
findings of the ILRC, where similar percentage decreases were observed with the addition
of PhA fibers. This means that the % decrease in the shrinkage was consistent for both
parameters, implying that the addition of PhA fibers has a consistent and predictable
effect on reducing shrinkage, whether it is in the initial stages (ILRC) or over an extended
duration (ULC) [50].

3.4.4. Expansion (EXP)

Figure 15 presents the results of the EXP in pastes under an elevated temperature
(45 ◦C). As noted, the EXP significantly diminished with an addition of PhA fibers of up
to 2%. For example, at 180 d, the EXP of the control mix attained a value of 2415 µm/m.
This value started to drop with the addition of 0.5, 1, and 2% PhA fibers, where it was
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recorded at values of 2376, 2287, and 2190 µm/m, respectively. This is equal to a decrease
of 1.6, 5.3, and 9.3%, respectively, compared to the reference mix. This drop is mainly
attributed to the application of PhA fibers during mixing, which may restrict the EXP of
the matrix [10,24,25].
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Similar to CH-S, AU-S, and DR-S, the EXP data were fitted using the hyperbolic model.
The calculated EXP data shown in Figure 16 showed a remarkable alignment with the
experimental EXP data. The notably high coefficient of determination (R2) underscores the
exceptional precision of this model. The R2 values reached 0.928, 0.970, 0.981, and 0.954
with the addition of 0%, 0.5%, 1%, and 2% PhA fibers, respectively.

The plots for the ILRC and ULC for the EXP characteristics are presented in Figure 16.
As depicted, the ILRC decreased as the percentage of PhA fibers increased. For example, the
ILRC for the mix with 0% PhA fibers was 259 µm/m/day. This value began to reduce in the
mixes with 0.5%, 1, and 2% PhA fibers and achieved a value of 169, 155, and 108 µm/m/day,
respectively, which was equivalent to 34.75, 40.15, and 58.31%, respectively, compared to
the control mix. A similar trend was observed for the ultimate matrix EXP. For example,
the ULC for the control mix reached 2526.54 µm/m at 180 d. Then, the ULC decreased with
an increase in the content of PhA fibers and was recorded at 2488, 2437, and 2237 µm/m
for the additions of 0.5, 1, and 2% PhA fibers, which was equivalent to a 1.54, 3.52, and
11.44% decrease, respectively, compared to the reference mix. These outcomes indicate
that, during the early stages of curing at an elevated temperature (45 ◦C ± 1) and up to
a certain percentage addition (2%), the EXP decreases due to the presence of PhA fibers
in the matrix [51,52]. PhA fibers exhibit a high water absorption, initially absorbing water
and thus augmenting the matrix’s EXP. However, with a higher quantity of PhA fibers
added, the EXP begins to reduce. This is attributed to the random distribution of PhA
fibers, forming a microstructural system that restrains the matrix EXP [24,25,53].
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3.5. Correlations between Shrinkage Parameters

Figures 17–19 provide insights into the correlation between CH-S and various shrink-
age parameters, including AU-S and DR-S, as well as EXP. Figure 17 reveals a high correla-
tion between CH-S and DR-S. These types of volume reductions occur through different
mechanisms, but display a strong correlation (R2 ranging between 0.8 and 0.95). CH-S
occurs early in the hydration process as cementitious materials react with water, leading
to a decrease in volume. In contrast, DR-S occurs later, during the drying and aging of
the material after it has hardened [54,55]. The amount of DR-S depends on factors such as
the water content, the relative humidity, the temperature, and the pore structure. Despite
their distinct mechanisms, both CH-S and DR-S contribute to the overall shrinkage of
cementitious materials, collectively known as total shrinkage [56,57]. The magnitude of
total shrinkage is of great importance for material durability, as excessive shrinkage can
result in cracking and other forms of damage.

A significant correlation was observed in Figure 18 between CH-S and AU-S with
a high coefficient of determination, R2 > 0.92. This correlation can be attributed to the
various stages that cement pastes undergo during the hydration process. In fact, during
the initial setting period, cement pastes lack a strong enough structure to resist bulk
deformation [58,59]. Consequently, a volume reduction caused by hydration leads to bulk
AU-S, also known as setting shrinkage on the other side, and a negative correlation between
CH-S and EXP exists, as shown in Figure 19. This relationship is well established, primarily
because there is no shrinkage during water curing, which results in the EXP of the material.
In fact, the negative correlation between CH-S and EXP in the presence of PhA fibers
results from the ability of the fibers to absorb and release water, providing a barrier against
shrinkage while potentially contributing to EXP [60–62]. Additionally, PhA fibers act as
reinforcement within the material matrix, limiting shrinkage and redistributing stresses
during expansion. The hydration effects and microstructural changes induced by natural
fibers further complicate the relationship between shrinkage and EXP [63–65].
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4. Conclusions and Recommendations

This study examined the impact of adding bio-fibers from the Phragmetis-Australis
(PhA) plant on selected cement paste properties when subjected to a high temperature.
These properties include the compressive strength, flexural strength, chemical shrinkage
(CH-S), autogenous shrinkage (AU-S), drying shrinkage (DR-S), and expansion (EXP).
Based on the results of this investigation, several point can be made:

• The presence of fibers in the paste resulted in a decrease in the compressive strength.
This drop was more noticeable for 2% PhA fibers, where drops of 26.3% and 17.4%
were observed at 3 and 180 days, respectively.

• Adding 0.5 and 2% PhA fibers to the mix resulted in a decrease in the flexural strength.
At 180 days of curing, this decrease was 3.4 and 22.2% for the paste containing 0.5 and
2% PhA, respectively. However, at 1% PhA fibers, there was a slight increase in the
flexural strength, where a 7.5% increase was observed at 180 days.

• Incorporating PhA fibers up to 2% notably reduced the shrinkage and expansion of
the paste. In comparison to the control mix, the CH-S, AU-S, DR-S, and EXP decreased
by 15.3%, 10%, 18.7%, and 9.3%, respectively, at 180 days.

• The application of the hyperbolic model proved accurate in predicting the length
changes over 180 d, with a coefficient of correlation of R2 > 0.9. With an increase in the
PhA fiber percentage, there was a consistent reduction in the ultimate length change.

• The high coefficient of determination (R2 > 0.8) showed a positive correlation between
the CH-S and the other shrinkage parameters (i.e., AU-S and DR-S). Conversely, there
was a negative correlation between CH-S and EXP.

• Understanding the volume stability of a paste can lead to predicting a better behavior
for mortar and concrete. Therefore, future research should focus on the volume
stability of cementitious systems, such as mortar and concrete, containing PhA fibers.
Such research efforts could lead to the development of guidelines for optimizing the
use of PhA fibers in various paste applications within the construction industry.
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